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Editorial Ramblings
It was lovely to see upwards of 40 people in the house and garden at Stone Road for our
Midsummer Music on 21 June. Julia and I were joined by soprano Alison Guill making a very
welcome first guest appearance singing some baroque arias with ‘cello obbligato, then two of the
“Vocalises” that were written by Vaughan Williams at the very end of his life for soprano and
clarinet alone and, to the surprise and delight of Geoff Shaw who was in the audience, “The Singer”
by Michael Head that had been composed for his wife! My son Rob also joined the concert party to
play the Sonatina by Khachaturian and to help us finish the concert with a final item in which we all
took part in our very own special interpretation of “All of Me”. Julia provided her usual amazing
dishes for the refreshments after the concert, this time featuring baked cheeses, curry puffs, and
strawberry scones, and for once the weather was kind and everyone could spill into the garden. Julia
and I had asked everyone to consider making a donation to Everyone Matters rather than bring a
bottle for the party, and in the event we raised the spectacular total of £625 towards our work in the
community.
The glorious summer this year has tempted me into the garden to attempt the backlog of weeding,
but some of my time this August has also been spent weeding files and filling the paper salvage box
several times. Now it may be possible to hit September running, and before the month is out we will
have completed all but the last two of our days of concerts in Bromley nursing homes and day
centres in the project supported by the National Lottery through the Big Lottery Fund. You can read
an article here about our first round of concerts and see a few of the happy photos that show how
comfortably the BYMT young musicians engaged with their audiences of older people.
The last twelve month period has seen Everyone Matters jump from a turnover of roughly £5000 in
each of our first two years to nearer £30,000 in year 3, a year in which our wonderful team of
musicians has contributed to work in five schools for children with special needs in Croydon and
Surrey, has worked with groups of young musicians to build relationships with care homes and day
centres in Bromley, and has performed in another couple of dozen or more care homes and day
centres in Kingston and Croydon. Time and again we have received evaluations that say “please
come again soon” and our aim is to work hard to build on the relationships that mean so much to
our musicians and to those with whom we have the privilege of sharing our music-making.

Margaret Archibald
September 2013
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Conversation Pieces - words and music uniting young and old
...a project mounted in association with Bromley Youth Music Trust
Fingers were crossed, indeed, as last autumn we waited to hear from the National Lottery
in hopes that we would be able to use the “crossed fingers” logo for the coming year. Our
primary objective was to use music as a catalyst for
conversation between the generations, and Bromley Youth
Music Trust was standing by to invite groups of young
musicians to work alongside our teams of three
professional musicians to perform in local Bromley nursing
homes and day centres. In October the exciting news
came through that Everyone Matters had been awarded
funding through the Big Lottery Fund and we were able to
launch our project. We made a round of preliminary visits
in the run-up to Christmas offering a programme of mostly
seasonal music performed by a professional trio of viola, clarinet and ‘cello, and our first
set of concerts with young musicians performing alongside professionals took place in
April and May. One young ‘cellist wrote for her school magazine:
“On the 1st and 2nd of May I was lucky enough to be chosen to take part in a
music project called Everyone Matters. The aim of the project is to unite young and
old through music. Three [musicians] from ... a London-based professional chamber
orchestra, and five string players from Bromley Youth Music Centre rehearsed a selection
of popular, film and classical music in various
instrumental arrangements. We then
performed these in different care homes
throughout Bromley. The concerts were
informal, the audience could participate and
they were followed by questions and a chat.
This proved to be a great experience and it
gave me a lot of confidence. I felt that I was
able to give something to the community. The
audience reacted in different ways, some
joined in with singing and clapping while
others just listened quietly. However,
everybody seemed to enjoy the music and
chat, especially those who are unable to
attend public concerts. The conversation was
particularly important for those who don’t’
have many visitors and I felt that the music
had brightened up their day and in some
ways felt more important than playing in a
formal concert.”
One of our wind players at another concert
wrote, “At first I was unsure about playing in
front of the elderly. But I eventually started to
enjoy it and was glad I was able to have the
opportunity to be able to play in front of them
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twice more. It was such a great experience to see what the elderly felt about music and it
was interesting to see how much knowledge they had which I wasn't expecting, and of
course the experience to play with professional musicians. Thank you so much for
organising this brilliant music project and I hope to see you again soon.”
During April and May we visited nine nursing homes and day centres in all. Three groups
of young musicians, one group from Bishop Justus Church of England School and two
groups gathered together at the Bromley Youth Music Centre, rehearsed intensively at the
start of each day before travelling to the venues to perform. Professional musicians
coached the young players and performed alongside them, presenting programmes in
which some pieces of music were played by everyone and some were performed by
smaller groups from within the ensemble. We hoped to provide a varied menu of musical
items, some familiar, others less so, but always short and entertaining. The Activities
Organiser at Elmwood (Missioncare) wrote:
This was a very enjoyable concert and it was wonderful to see the students from Bishop Justus School
involved and clearly benefitting from the input of their musical mentors. The choice of music was interesting
and challenging and very nice for our residents to
hear something different and unexpected. Our
residents clearly enjoyed and appreciated the
afternoon and very much enjoyed talking to the
young people and musicians afterwards. We would
like to wish Everyone Matters continued success in
their endeavours.
...and the Activities Co-ordinator at Queen Mary
House added, “Our ladies had great praise for
the children and were really impressed with
their talents and performance. It was very
enjoyable for them all. A huge success. Thank
you all very much for your time. Looking
forward to our next visit.”

Our young players had all been released from their normal curriculum studies in order to
take part in the project, and many of them found that this was a new experience for them.
A BYMT clarinet player wrote, “I really enjoyed this course because it was nice to play in
different sized groups from usual. I also loved the repertoire, especially the Debussy and
that Mozart Mambo one. I think I can now listen more to intonation which is very useful and
should improve my playing.
It was lovely playing in the homes as well because it appeared that most of them enjoyed
the music which was very rewarding. I also liked the spontaneity of trying to squeeze into
the smaller spaces but yes, thoroughly enjoyable.”
Certainly squeezing into the space was a challenge in one or
two nursing homes, and in one instance the musicians
performed in one room while the audience listened from the
room next door; although this did not at first seem ideal in fact
the sound drifting through the building was rather magical.
When a piece of music required only a handful of musicians
then the performance moved next door, adding an interesting
level of choreography to the whole event.
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We are now looking forward to the final phase of the project that will take place near the
beginning of the autumn term, and we hope that the next round of concerts will bring as
much fun as pleasure as the first. The Head of Music at Bishop Justus School summed up
the April concerts with her students:
The musicians got so much from the experience of playing with the professionals. They enjoyed
themselves so much and it really provided inspiration for some of them to take their music further
than they might have done otherwise. The students were able to work on their sight-reading as
well as ensemble skills which would not have happened in such an intensive way if it hadn’t been
for Everyone Matters.
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Photo Gallery - Percussion makes an impact at the School for Profound Education

Music is hugely important to the curriculum at the School for Profound Education where all
the young people contend with multiple and profound learning difficulties and where
almost none have access to spoken language. During our two days of workshops there in
March every young person in the school was offered the chance to play a kettle drum, with
Scott helping each one discover just the right amount of arm weight needed to create a
satisfyingly resonant sound.

Music is one of this learner’s favourite subjects, and he is quick to show his delight
whether listening to a new piece, or actively engaged in discovering some new sounds, or
working with the help of staff to perform a piece alongside the visiting musicians.
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Following Scott’s performance on Spanish castanets with Margaret weaving Carmen’s
seductive melody on her clarinet, a younger learner tries out a set of mounted castanets...

...and then experiments with the delicate “ting” of a pair of temple bells before
incorporating them in a performance of a “Japanese Lament”.
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“Big Chief” Scott,having just performed “Red Indian War Dance”, supports the weight of his
antique bass drum to give this learner a closer encounter with its powerful “boom”...

...but best of all, and avowedly Scott’s favourite, is the kettle drum!
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Helping us
Current list of funders
We are very grateful to the following for supporting our current projects:
the National Lottery through the Big Lottery Fund
the Lucille Graham Charitable Trust
the Red Socks Charitable Trust
the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
Croydon Relief in Need Charities
the Concertina Charitable Trust

How you can help
It is a fact of life that Everyone Matters needs funds in order to grow and to provide more
concerts and more workshops to more people. “More, more, more!”, wrote one enthusiastic teacher
on a recent evaluation form, but in order to provide “more” we have to have the resources to offer
it. If you feel that you would like to set up a standing order , or simply make a one-off donation
towards a project of your choosing, then please send me an email or give me a ring, I shall be very
glad to hear from you.

Recycling
Don’t forget that Everyone Matters has recently signed up for ...

!
!
To recycle your items for free and raise funds for this great cause simply click on this link:
Recycle 4 Everyone Matters.

Please send your old inkjet cartridges and mobile phones to us, or ask us for a recycling envelope.

Dates for your Diary
Saturday 14 September 2013

Conversation Pieces - Musical Menus
Croydon Disabled Christian Fellowship is celebrating its 10th birthday and once again extends a
welcome to the Friends of Everyone Matters who might like to share a coffee concert at 11a.m. in
the Watney Room at Emmanuel Church, Normanton Road, South Croydon, CR2 7AF.
Julia Desbruslais and Margaret Archibald will offer their audience a choice of music from their
menu for ‘cello with clarinet and piano. This concert is part of a series supported by Croydon Relief
in Need Charities.
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Monday 2 - Thursday 5 December 2013

Little Benslow Hills

Benslow Music Trust in Hitchin is a wonderful centre for adult amateur music-making. We are
running a course there in December when we will rehearse chamber music for performance in local
nursing homes and to inspire amateur musicians to forge links with their local communities.
Preliminary information is available from Everyone Matters or direct from Benslow Music:
www.benslowmusic.org; info@benslowmusic.org; 01462 459446
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Contact us
Everyone Matters
21, Stone Road,
Bromley, Kent,
BR2 9AX
Enquiries to:
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Mob: 07970 123105
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Twitter: @EM_Charity
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